Only the Good
Emotional News Mapping
Introduction
Only the Good is an “emotional news mapping” service which attempts to algorithmically sort
every major news story into either good or bad categories.
The OTG service helps sidestep a system of increasingly autocratic media production which
depends on the emotional hit of a story to compete for readership, blurring the difference
between news and entertainment.
The reader can choose to immerse him or herself into Only the Good or Bad news as
desired, emotionally preparing ourselves for each flow: Only the Good provides obvious and
immediate comfort, while Only the Bad feeds our macabre fascination with the misfortunes
of strangers or distant disasters, perhaps making our own lives appear more fortunate.

On a broader and long term scale the project allows us to catch a glimpse of the emotional
landscape we inhabit through the graphic visualization of an Emotional News Map which
shows roller-coaster hills of “good” and valleys of “bad” news. It is this relative emotion of one
article after another that exerts the most power over the reader – a sudden slide into bad
news is suddenly followed by the climb of good news.

Emotional database: How does it work?

Only the Good is based on the automated lexical analysis of news headlines, essentially
built around trained Bayesian filters which “read” each headline and return a statistical
probability of the item registering either a “good” or “bad” emotional hit. A database, on which
future predictions are based, is growing with each new headline categorized. The more the
system “reads” and interprets permutations of the english language, the more accurate its
classifications become. The inevitable mis-categorization occurring because of subtle
nuances in language, word-plays, idioms or slang requires an occasional retraining. The
ultimate aim is to achieve a system capable of taking in, interpreting and distributing data
while self aligning to better serve the process.
Finally, established syndicated news delivery benefits from an intrinsic readersʼ trust which in
part is founded on shared notions of “objectivity”, but it is clear, observing outcomes of
classified Good/Bad headlines that any assumed neutrality is fictional as language itself is
constructed through emotional preponderance or prejudice.
The project began in public beta in 2011 and is programmed to function indefinitely,
potentially mapping large scale emotional data from the following decade of news.

Images from KVN Neuhausen installation 2011

Technical Requirements

Only the Good is a self-running online web-application which allows for a number of custom
feeds for various distinct installations. For example Point-of-sale printers (shown above) which
print strips of thermal receipt paper with a selection of the most recent Only the Good or Bad
headlines at pre-determined intervals in real-time.
In addition to POS printers, the project has a synthesized radio-voice broadcast, an Only the
Good/Bad emoticon that can be served to a mobile app, and the Emotional News Mapping
Graph for video projection.
Installation Requirement
1 x computer eg. laptop (Mac OR PC) with basic browser software and internet connectivity
Supplied
The artists can provide the POS printers and consumables (rolls of thermal paper)
(Thanks to the support of the KVN Neuhausen, Stuttgart)
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